[Nutrition and the etiology of colon cancer: from descriptive epidemiology to dietary prevention].
Colon cancer is one of the most frequent forms of cancer in the Federal Republic of Germany and in most Western countries, but is, however, generally rare in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Based on epidemiological investigations, differing dietary practices are considered to be main reason for these differences. A high fat and protein consumption was identified as a risk factor, while a high fibre content of the diet was found to be protective. Existing hypotheses of the etiology of colon cancer, which are based on the two-stage initiation-promotion model, regard interactions between initiators, promotors, and inhibitors as decisive for the final outcome of colon cancer. Possible initiators are pyrolysis products of protein-rich food (meat or fish), generated by heating, and products of metabolism of intestinal bacteria (e.g. faecal mutagens, N-nitroso compounds, transformation products of bile acids). Fats probably exert their influence only at the promotional stage. The diet-dependent bacterial formation of deoxycholic and lithocholic acids is a possible mechanism which has been experimentally substantiated. The protective effect of a diet rich in fibre seems to be mediated in particular by dilution and adsorption of harmful compounds. Further protective factors in human diet may be calcium, selenium, vitamin A and beta-carotene. In this paper, evidence, both supporting and refuting the existing hypotheses, is discussed, as well as the possibilities of dietary prevention of colon cancer.